INCANDESCENT LIGHT FIXTURE

Features:
- Vapor proof and sanitary
- Specifically designed for prewired canopy hoods.
- Mounts to any 3 1/2" or 4" standard junction box.
- Rust proof cast aluminum fixtures are provided with a brushed finish to match stainless steel hood interiors.
- Impact and thermal shock resistant globes.

Specifications:
- Fixture body: Cast aluminum
- Socket: Porcelain body with copper shell
- Wire leads: 6" long, 14 awg
- Gaskets: Silicone
- Globe: Clear thermal shock resistant glass

Notice: Underwriters laboratories standard #57 requires that fixtures in commercial cooking hoods must be mounted a minimum of 4 ft. above the cooking surface.

INCANDESCENT LIGHT FIXTURE WITH WIRE GUARD

Features:
- Vapor proof and sanitary
- Specifically designed for prewired canopy hoods.
- Mounts to any 3 1/2" or 4" standard junction box.
- Rust proof cast aluminum fixtures are provided with a brushed finish to match stainless steel hood interiors.
- Impact and thermal shock resistant globes with wire guard

Specifications:
- Fixture body: Cast aluminum
- Socket: Porcelain body with copper shell
- Wire leads: 6" long, 14 awg
- Gaskets: Silicone
- Globe: Clear thermal shock resistant glass with wire guard

Notice: Underwriters laboratories standard #57 requires that fixtures in commercial cooking hoods must be mounted a minimum of 4 ft. above the cooking surface.